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ABSTRACT
This research proposed a methodology for specifying the location of an object
with image processing. The objectives of this methodology are to capture the target
area, which is used for object detection and to specify the location of the object by
using image processing as the main part of the methodology. To determine whether
the object is on the target area or not. In order to locate the dropping object on the
image plane efficiently, consecutive images are analyzed and a threshold operation is
proposed. Because the accuracy of the dropping object location on the difference of
consecutive images image plane is usually influenced by noise; hence, an effective
noise filter by threshold operation is invoked to remove it. Moreover, transformation
unit is adopted to map the XY coordinate on image plane into the world coordinate
for an accuracy of the dropping object's position. After we get the actual XY
coordinate of the dropping object, we can find the distance from the target point
(center) and clock direction of the dropping object related to the center also. In
addition, by using one digital video camera set on the tower and pan to capture the
image on the target area to detect the dropping object from the air to the ground. It
made the proposed methodology provide easier portability to detect the dropping
object in any area by only move the camera to capture on any desire area on the
ground. Otherwise with the effective transformation unit, it can be adapted to specify
the XY coordinate, distant from target point, and clock direction of the dropping
object related to the center on rise and tilt area also.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background of thesis
Target detection and position-specifying system is an interesting and useful
research area in computer vision. Target detection and position-specifying system
is the system that it is used to detect the specific object and identify the location of
the detected object. It can be used in military and industrial applications. Such as
in the air force military can use this system for training to detect the bomb
dropping from the airplane and specify the position of the bomb dropping to know
how far from the target point is. There are many works concern with Target
detection and position-specifying system's problem in this field with different
techniques and devices, such as some techniques use electronic sensor device such
as Infrared Laser sensor, Signal sensor between object and detector or using 2
camera technique which point to the specify object and use some mathematics
method to calculate the location of the specify object. Some other works use
image processing technique by using video camera to capture the image and detect
the specify object to identify the location of the object. Chen and Chang [ 1]
presented A video tracking system with adaptive prediction by using video camera
to capture the image from detecting area then detect the moving target by using
multi frame correlation technique and identify the XY coordinate position of the
detected object and use mathematics method to calculate the azimuth and the
elevation of the detected object on the image plane then determine the next
location in the next period of time to move the camera to track the detected object.
Surachate and Kosin [2] presented a video tracking an Object among Several
Moving Objects with Dynamic Camera by using video camera to capture the

image and detect the specify moving object from the other moving objects target
by using multi frame correlation technique and template of the specify object then
identify the XY coordinate position of the detected object and use mathematics
method to calculate the azimuth and the elevation on the detected object of the
image plane and move the camera to track the object. Both system's propose is to
track the moving object, so there is no specifying the location of the object on the
actual world coordinate involved, it is not in the same category. Tassaphan and
Kosin [3] presented the Moving obstacle path detection for mobile robot by using
the camera to capture the moving obstacle in the long straight narrow area and use
multi frame correlation technique and polar mapping to detect the moving obstacle
then use the 3D perspective technique to calculate the obstacle path and the
distance between the obstacle and robot. The propose of this system is to identify
the path of the moving obstacle, so there is no specifying the location of the object
on the actual world coordinate involved, it is not in the same category.
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1.2 Objective
Objectives of the thesis are
To develop the new methodology of Target detection and positionspecifying system by using image processing for the object dropping from
the air to the ground then specify the position of the dropping object to
know how far from the target point with the clock direction related to the
center.
To develop the methodology which use only one digital camera with a set
of software and computer to operate in this field with acceptable certainty
to detect and identify the position with clock direction of the detected
object dropping from the air then specify the position of the dropping
object to know how far from the target point with the clock direction
related to the center.
To develop the methodology that can be operated on both flat and rise/tilt
area to detect the dropping object from the air to the ground then specify
the position of the object dropping to know how far from the target point
with the clock direction related to the center.
To develop the methodology that provides easy portability to operate in
any area and to change the target area to detect the dropping object from
the air then specify the position of the object dropping to know how far
from the target point with the clock direction related to the center.
To develop the methodology that provides easy expansion of the target
area.
To develop an automatic methodology for detection and specifying the
location of the dropping object from the air to the ground.
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1.3

Scope of thesis

For this topic, Target detection and position-specifying system by using image
processing, it can be separated into 2 categories, there are: - Image processing
with Target Detection and Specifying the position of the target from the image
plane to the specific area of the application. Target Detection with Image
Processing is the system that receives the image then processes for finding out that
the specifying target is on that image or not. And the position specifying system is
another part of the system that is used to identify the position of the specifying
target in the form of image to be the specifying domain of the application.
This thesis will concern on: Using the model of the target object in sphere shape.
Using digital video camera to capture the gray scale image of the object
dropping area by setting the digital video camera on the tower and point
the camera to focus on the ground area which it is used to be the object
dropping area by the center of the camera focus point on the target point of
the target area.
Detecting the object dropping from the air to the ground one by one from
the captured gray scale image of digital video camera to detect that the
object is already fell on the ground.
Identifying the XY coordinate of the detected object on the image plane.
Identifying the position XY of the detected object on the actual coordinate
then identify how far from the target point and giving position relating to
clock direction.
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1.4 Outlines of the thesis
This Thesis papers are organized as following: Chapter 1: Introduction
The contents in this chapter included Background of the thesis, Objective of
the thesis, Scope of the thesis, and Outlines of the thesis.

Chapter 2: Literature review
The contents in this chapter included the related works concern on the Object
Location Specifying System such as A video Tracking System with Adaptive
Prediction, Visually Tracking an Object among Several Moving Objects with
Dynamic Camera, Moving Obstacle path detection for mobile robot, Location
Specifying System with 2-cameras Technique, and Location Specifying
System with Laser Sensor.

Chapter 3: An Object Location Specifying Methodology Using One Camera
The contents in this chapter cover the Overview of the methodology and the
detail of the tasks to perform the methodology include Image Acquisition,
Image Subtraction, Noise Filter on Threshold Operation, Calculate the XY
coordinate of the detected object on the Image Plane, and Coordinate
Transform Unit

Chapter 4: Analysis Worst Case
The contents in this chapter included the analysis results on the different test
cases of the proposed methodology.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
According to the thesis "An Object Location Specifying Methodology Using One
Camera" concern on Target Detection and Location Specifying. Then, there are a lot
of works concern in this field such as A Video Tracking System with Adaptive
Predictors, Visually Tracking an Object among Several Moving Objects with
Dynamic Camera, Moving Obstacle path detection for mobile robot, Location
Specifying System with 2-cameras Technique, and Location Specifying System with
Laser Sensor.

2.1

A Video Tacking System With Adaptive Predictors [1]

Liang-Hwa Chen and Shyang Chang [l] proposed the system that can to track the
moving target by using video camera. The objectives of this work concern on the
tracking of the moving object by using digital video camera capture the image and
bring the image to process for the location of the moving object on the image plane.
With efficiency of the system consecutive images and a Hadamard transform locator
is proposed. The accuracy of the target location is usually influenced by noise, hence
an effective morphological noise filter is invoked to remove it. Moreover, the
recursive least square adaptive predictor (RLSAP) is adopted to predict robustly the
future location of the target. After successful integration of the aforementioned
subsystems, the moving target is always kept in the center of the observing window.

Limitations
The limitations of this works are: -

6

Can't track the target on the environment when there has more than one
object move.
Can't track the target that move faster than the frame rate sensor of the
camera.
Can't be used to predict some kind of object that doesn't have constant
movement rate.

2.2 Visually Tracking an Object among Several Moving
Objects with Dynamic Camera [2]
Surachate Boonrat and Kosin Chamnongthai [2] proposed a system that used for
visually tracking an object among several moving objects with dynamic camera
mounted on a pan and tilt platform. The objective of the system is to maintain target
within field of view. The system consists of motion extraction, target identification
and camera movement respectively. Motion extraction is performed to determine the
groups of moving edge as target candidates by image subtraction and edge detection.
In the motion extraction, the background compensation and morphological technique
is applied, the target candidates are extracted without background. In the target
identification, the cross-correlation technique is used to identify the target among
several target candidates.

Limitations
The limitations of this works are: Can't track the target when there has more than one object move which is
similar to the object that the system need to track.
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Can't track the target that move faster than the frame rate sensor of the
camera.

2.3

Moving obstacle path detection for mobile robot [3]

Tassaphan Suwannatat and Kosin Chamnongthai [3] proposed a system that using
video camera set on the robot to detect the moving object toward the robot to avoid
the moving obstacle in the narrow corridor, the mobile needs to know the distance
between a moving obstacle path and mobile robot path. This proposed presents a
system that detects a path of moving obstacle. The system with a CCD camera
mounted on the mobile robot uses polar mapping to simplify the segmentation of the
moving object from the background. In the transformed space, qualitative estimation
of moving obstacle is obtained by detecting the vertical motion of edges extracted in a
few specified directions. The moving area is computed by component labeling and
matching component of the same class over two images. From moving area we used
perspective transformation method to compute the distance between moving obstacle
path and mobile robot path. The experimental results reveal that the errors of moving
obstacle path calculating are approximately in the range of 0-15% when the distance
of moving obstacle and mobile robot is located in 4-14 meter.

Limitations
The limitations of this works are: Can't operate when the distance of the obstacle is less than 4 meters or
more than 14 meters, because the error rate for detecting the obstacle path
will be high or can't detect the path of the obstacle object.
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Can operate on only the long straight path narrow area to detect the path of
the obstacle object.

2.4

Location specifying system with 2-Camera Technique [8]

This system is used for specifying the location of the object (dropping object) by
using 2 camera set on the tower to keep the desired object on the center of camera
then use the value of the degree that the camera tilt to the object from both camera to
calculate through some mathematics method to know the location of the desired
object on the world coordinate.

1-1

I
Figure 1: 2-camera technique

.camera:?
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Limitations
The limitations of this works are: This system require 2 cameras to be set
This system require both 2 cameras to keep the desired object that we need
to track on the center of camera so, it is not suitable because we need to
move the camera every time we need to track the new desired object.
This system can't specify the exact location of the object on the rise/tilt
area because it can support only the ground base flat area.
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The accuracy of the system is depended on the exact degree that the
cameras tilt to the object.

2.5

Location Specifying System with Laser Sensor [8]

This system is used for specify the location of the dropping object from the air to
ground by using a set laser sensor to shoot like a net over target area and detect and
specify the dropping object by determine the sensor that was elapsed.
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Figure 2: Laser sensor technique
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Limitations
The limitations of this works are: The accuracy of the system is depending on the number of laser sensor.
This means that if we have a small number of laser sensor, it present a
large gap area of on the net of the laser led that can made the object can be
fallen between the small open gap between the net of laser sensor. Then
the system can't detect the object at all.
A lot of the number of the laser sensor, the cost will be high also.
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It is risk for the laser sensor to be broken down by the dropping object
because the laser sensor is needed to set around the target area.
It isn't easy for portable when we need to change the target area for

detection.
The object that doesn't the object that we would like to detect and it get
through and elapse the laser led, it will be defined as the object that the
system would like to detect.

From the several works that concerned on the topic of Target Detection and Target
Specifying, we found that there have lot limitations such as: The system can't identify the position of the object on all area such flat,
rise/tilt area
The system require a lot of device to perform the function such as 2camera, set of laser led which cause the cost of the system increase.
The system requires a lot of effort for portable the system to operate in the
new target area.
The system detects for the undesired object.
The system didn't provide automatic system function to operate, it still
require a lot of manual function to operate.
The system requires a lot of money, device and effort to expand the area
for detection.

Then "An Object Location Specifying Methodology Using One Camera" is developed
to come up all of these limitations and in the next chapter has defined the function of
"An Object Location Specifying Methodology Using One Camera" in detail.
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Chapter 3: An Object Location Specifying
Methodology Using One Camera

An Object Location Specifying Methodology Using One Camera with Image
Processing is the proposed methodology that it is used to detect the dropping object
from the air to the ground and to specify the position of the object dropping to know
how far of the detected object from the target point with the clock direction related to
the target point.

3.1 Overview of the Methodology
This proposed methodology use one digital video camera installed on the
tower and tilt down to capture the center of the target area on ground which is
the target point. First of all the video camera acquire the consecutive images in
a specific period of time. From the consecutive images, the object that fell on
the ground will be detected. Since noise on different consecutive images will
definitely occur, it usually consists of illumination noise that may seriously
influence the calculation of the target's location on the image. Then threshold
noise filter is presented. Next, the methodology wills automatically process to
calculate the XY coordinate position of the object that it was detected on the
image plane that the video camera captured. After that the methodology will
process to calculate the actual XY coordinate position of the detected object
on the world coordinated and find out that how much it far from the target
point with the clock direction related to the target point because of the camera
tilt down in vertical to capture the ground image, so with the perspective
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theory, the XY coordinate on the image plane of the detected object isn't the
actual position of the detected object because XY coordinate of the detected
object on image plane doesn't concern on perspective.

The block diagram of the proposed methodology is described in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The block diagram of An Object Location Specifying Methodology
Using One Camera

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed methodology can be separate into 5 main
tasks. There are: -

Image Acquisition: Acquire the consecutive images from the
camera in a period of time.

Image Subtraction: Using consecutive images to detect the object.
Noise Filter on Threshold operation: Eliminate the noise from
the different of the consecutive image to highlight only the
dropping object.
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Calculate the XY coordinate of the detected object on the
Image Plane: Calculate the XY coordinate of the detected object
on the image plane.

Coordinate Transformation Unit: Transform the XY coordinate
of the detected object into the actual XY coordinate position on the
world coordinate and identify how far and clock direction of the
detected object from target point.

3.2 Image Acquisition
For this section, the methodology acquires the consecutive gray scale images
of BitMaP format (BMP) in a specific period of time which it is suitable for
detect one by one of dropping object at a time. The specific of time that is
concerned to use is the gap of time between the first dropping object and the
next one to prevent the methodology to detect more than one of dropping
object at a time. The image that the· methodology acquires from the digital
video camera is square image in resolution 200*200, 300*300, or 400*400.
The methodology acquires the image from digital video camera by using real
application interface with digital video camera to capture on the target area
then save the consecutive images in a specific period of time on the disk for
processing in the next stage.

3.3

Image Subtraction
For this section, the methodology uses the consecutive gray scale images that
had been captured to be process to highlight the difference between the

14

consecutive images. Then it will use that set of consecutive gray scale images
to be process on the next step.

The Image file type that we use to be process is gray scaled image of BitMaP
format (BMP) [5] because it is 2-D raster image data in a format that is
independent of the color specification scheme used on any single hardware
device which data are organized in sequential, data is encoded in binary, data
doesn't compress, one data value equal to one pixel of the gray scaled image
and the pixels are stored by rows, left to right within each row; the rows are
stored bottom to top; the origin of the bitmap is the lower-left comer. So, it is
easy to use the method of target detection by correlation image because the
BMP image also keep the image in sequence already to be faster operation.
And in the BMP image is include the header stuff around 1077 binary
character, then to process the image on the BMP image, the methodology
should skip the first 1077 binary character.

The example of consecutive images is show in Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b).

Figure 4(a): The consecutive
image of the previous frame at
time (t-1)
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Figure 4(b): The consecutive
image of the current frame at
time (t)

3.4 Noise Filter on Threshold operation
For this section, the methodology receives the consecutive images that are
subtracted. Then, the methodology will perform the threshold operation to
eliminate noise that occur from the illumination noise or sensor noise to be
highlight only the current dropping object without noise. Because of noise is a
very serious problem and it influencing the calculation of the current dropping
object's location.

Figure 5: The result of image
subtraction of the consecutive images
in Fig. 4 without noise filtering
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The noises that occur from image subtraction of the consecutive images to find
out the different value of the pixel between 2 consecutive images is showed in
Fig. 5.

Then the image that identifies the difference of the consecutive images without
threshold operation can't be used for the further process. So, we need to
perform threshold operation to highlight only the part of the desired object.
The threshold operation is the method that is used to compare the value of
each pixel to get only the range of the accepted value that we need to be
highlighted. For example, if the model of the object that we used is in black
color. In gray-scaled image, the pixel value of black color is in range of 210255. So, we track the difference of the image only the pixel that it keeps the
value on the range of 210-255. Otherwise, we concern on the difference of the
gray-scaled value between the desire object and the ground environment and
concern on the value that it is difference between the desire object and ground
environment also. For example, if the average ground environment gray-scaled
value is in range of 0-180 so, the difference value should be more than 30 at
minimum. So, we use these two threshold rules to perform the noise filter to
highlight only the desire object.

On the other hand, usually there are the other several methods that are used for
noise filter such as Averaging filter and Medium filter. In Average filter, it is
the method that used for blurring the small point that caused from
differentiates of the consecutive images. And in the Medium filter, it is the
method that used to eliminate the small point that caused from differentiates of

17

the consecutive images. Then these 2 methods are not necessary for this
methodology because sometimes the noises that occur from illumination is big
and make these methods do not work. Otherwise, these methods require a lot
of resources for computing also. Then the threshold operation is the most
suitable for noise filtering in this field.

The subtraction image that performs the threshold operation for highlight the
current dropping object is showed in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: The result of image
subtraction of the consecutive images in
Fig. 4 with noise filtering

3.5

Calculate the XY coordinate of the detected object on
the Image Plane
For this section, after the methodology highlight the current dropping object
and eliminated the noise, the next step is to calculate the XY coordinate of the
highlighted object on the Image Plane. The center of the current dropping
object is calculated as the XY coordinate on the image plane.
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In order to locate the detected object, its center, which is on the image plane
will be calculated. It is defined as
mx

=X,I IER

x f(x, y) I

I I

y f (x, y) I

y

my =

X,

y ER

I I
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where mx is the number of pixel in X coordinate of the detected object's center
on the image plane, my is the number of pixel in Y coordinate of the detected
object's center on the image plane, R is the region occupied by the object on
the image plane and f(x, y) is the gray level at location (x, y). If the
background on the image plane is assumed to take the value zero, then
equation ( 1) and (2) are equivalent to

mx =

I I

x f(x, y) I

X, YE 1t

Nx - I

=

I
x=O

my=

I I
X, YE 1t

I I

f(x, y)

X, YE 1t

Ny - I

I

Nx - I

x f(x,
y f(x, y) I

I

y) I

y=O

x=O

I I

Ny- I

I

f(x, y)

(3)

y=O

f(x, y)

X, YE lt

(4)

where

TC

denotes the whole image plane with Ny

* Nx pixels. It is clear that if

the noise of the difference image can be removed effectively, then the location
of the detected object can be calculated via equation (3) and (4).

3.6

Coordinate transform unit
For this section, Once the location of the detected object on the image plane is
obtained, the methodology is needed to derive a coordinate transformation to
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transform the XY coordinate on the image plane to XY coordinate of the
actual world coordinate.

Because the digital video camera tilts down in

vertical to capture the target area on the ground, it makes the methodology is
needed to concern on the depth dimension on the capturing area also. So, we
need to concern on the 3D perspective view to calculate the position of the
detected object on the actual world coordinate.

The difference of the location of the area that is captured by the video camera
when the camera is perpendicular to ground to capture the image and the
camera that tilt down in vertical to capture the ground area are showed in Fig.
7(a) and Fig. 7(b).

From Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b ), if the image plane is used to represent the area
of 50*50 meters when the camera is captured the image in bird eye view (Zero
Degree Perpendicular to the ground base) the location of the detected object
will be the same with the actual world coordinate because the length of each
side will be equal without concerning on the depth of the area. But when the
video camera tilts down in vertical to capture the target area on the ground.
According to the perspective view theory, the result of the location of detected
object on the image plane will not be the same as the actual world coordinate
because the length of each side will not be equal on the image plane because in
the Perspective view will preserve parallel lines only when they are parallel to
the project plane. Otherwise, lines converge to a vanishing point. [4]
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Figure 7(a): The area that the camera
capture in 0 Degree Perpendicular to
the ground base (bird eye view)
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Figure 7(b): The area that the camera
tilt to capture the target area

SOM.

In Table 1 show the result of the distance of the detected object from the
center where the detected object is on the top left of the image plane in any
degree from 0-89 degree which the camera tilt to capture the target area of
50*50 meters where the height of the camera is 20 meters from the ground
with the image resolution of 200*200.
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Degree

Distance (Meter)

0 Degree

35.17856

10 Degree

45.21659

20 Degree

63.21643

30 Degree

100.4884

40 Degree

203.9801

50 Degree

973.9918

60 Degree

00

70 Degree

00

80 Degree

00

85 Degree

00

89 Degree

00

Table 1: The distance of the of
the object on the top right of
the image plane that far from
the center in any degree which
the camera tilts to capture the
target area

3.6.1 Coordinate transform on flat area
In order to transform the XY coordinate on the image plane into XY coordinate in the
actual world. First we need to calculate the Y coordinate on the actual world by
Calculate number of pixels that the detected object is far from the center of
the image plane in y-axis.

Dy= (HR I 2) - my

(5)

where HR is the Vertical number of the image resolution and Dy is the
number of the pixels that the detected object is far from the center of the
image plane in y-axis. If the value of the Dy is positive, it means the
detected object will be on above the center of the image plane. If the value
of the Dy is negative, it means the detected object will be below the center
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of the image plane and if the Dy is equal to zero, it means the detected
object will be at the center on y-axis on the image plane.
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Figure 8: The overviews of the
methodology that use the camera
capture the target area

h

/
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In Fig. 8 show the overview picture that the camera capture the target area
with the logical position of the image plane where h is the height of the
camera from the ground, A* is the number of degree angle that the camera
tilt to capture the target area to detect the object, b is the distance that the
camera is far from the center of the target area in horizontal ground base in
scale of meters, c is the distance between the camera to the target point of
the target area on scale of meters and d is the distance by half of the width
of the target area that the camera capture on the scale of meters.

To implement the transformation process, almost of the equation apply
Trigonometry methodology [7] for calculation.
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In Fig. 9 (a) show the picture that the camera tilt to capture the target area
and point to the detected object in case that the detected object is on above
the center of the image plane (my > 0) and in Fig. 9 (b) show the picture
that the camera tile to capture the target area and point to the detected
object in case that the detected object is below the center of the image (my

< 0).
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Figure 9 (a): The picture that the
detected object is on above the
center of image plane in y-axis
(my> 0)
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Figure 9 (b): The picture that the
detected object is below the
center of image plane in y-axis
(my< 0)
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Calculate the distance from the camera to the center of the target area in
horizontal ground base in scale of meters
b = tan (A*)* h

(6)

Calculate the distance between the camera to the target point of the target
area in scale of meters
c = h I cos (A*)

(7)

Translate the value of y from the scale of pixel into scale of meters (o) by

o

= (Dy * d) I (HR I 2)

(8)

where o is the distance that is detected object far from the center in the
scales of meters on the image plane in y-axis.

Calculate the degree of the camera which it point to the detected object in
y-axis (P*) by
P*

=tan- 1 (o I c)

(9)

Calculate the distance of the detect object that is far from the center in the
actual world coordinate of y-axis (wy) by
q

= tan (A* + P*) * h

wy

=q - b

(10)

(11)

After we got the XY coordinate of the detected object on the actual world
coordinate then we need to concern on the shape and the size of the object
also. According to the shape of the object in this proposed methodology, it is
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the model in sphere shape. So the shape and the size of the model of the object
will effect to the exact location of the detected object also.

The perspective view of the camera captures the detected object in sphere
shape is show in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 10, we can see that the camera uses the center XY coordinate of the
detected object on the image plane to calculate for the actual location of the
detected object which makes the actual location of detected object to be
distorted. So, the methodology is needed to concern on the size of the object
and degree value that the camera points to the detected object to calculate the
actual location of the detected object.

Camera

--f..:::..~--------...l-L-

ground
base

Figure 10: The real dropping
location of the detected object
when we concern on the size
and the shape of the object

Position after calculation
along to the XY
Coordinate form image
plane

Then, to calculate the exact position of the detected object on the actual world in Y
coordinate. We need to concern on the diameter of the sphere shape object.
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In Fig. 11 (a) show the detected object which is on above the center (wy > 0)
and concern on the size and the shape of the detected object in sphere shape
and the exact position in Y coordinate on the actual world of the detected
object and in Fig. 11 (b) show the detected object which is below (wy < 0) the
center and concern on the size and the shape of the detected object in sphere
shape and the exact position in Y coordinate on the actual world of the
detected object where a is the diameter of the detected object in the sphere
shape in scale of meters, Z* is the converse degree that the camera points to
the detected object, wy is the Y coordinate on the actual world that is
calculated from the center of Y coordinate of the detected object on the image
plane, wy' is the actual Y coordinate position of the detected object, P*' is the
degree value that the camera points to the exact location in y-axis on the actual
world.
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Figure 11 (a): The detected
object is on above the center of
image plane in y-axis (wy > 0)
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Figure 11 (b): The detected
object is below the center of
image plane in y-axis (wy < 0)
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Calculate the converse degree that the camera points to detected object on
y-axis of the world coordinate (Z*)
Z*

= 90 - (A* +

P*)

(12)

Calculate the different distance between the actual position of the detected
object and the previous position of the detected object that is calculated by
the Y coordinate on the image plane ( j ).

j

= (a I 2) I tan (Z*)

(13)

Calculate the actual distance of the detected object that is far from the
target point on the actual world on Y coordinate (wy')
wy'

= wy

(14)

- j

In Table 2, show the result of the difference between the position that concern
on the shape and the size of the object and the position that does not concern
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on the size and the shape of the object in the degree 0-89 that the camera
points to the detected object when the diameter of the object is 1 meter.

Degree

Distance (Meter)

0 Degree

0

10 Degree

0.088163

20 Degree

0.181985

30 Degree

0.288675

40 Degree

0.41955

50 Degree

0.595877

60 Degree

0.866025

70 Degree

1.373739

80 Degree

2.835641

85 Degree

5.715026

89 Degree

28.64498

Table 2: the difference between
the position that concern on the
shape and the size of the object
and the position that does not
concern on the size and the shape
of the object

~-----------~-·-----------------~

Distant from the center (Meter)
30
25

Figure 12: The increasing
rate of the difference
between the position that
concern on the shape and
the size of the object and the
position that does not
concern on the size and the
shape of the object
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From the Table 2, it means that the difference between the actual position and
the position that calculates from the XY coordinate from the image plane will
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be increase along to the degree that the camera points to. So, this is the reason
that we need to concern on the size and the shape of the detected object to
increase the accuracy of the methodology for specifying the location of the
detected object.

Calculate the exact degree that the camera points to the detected object in
y-axis on the image plane (P*')

P*'

= (tan- 1 ((b + wy') I h )) - A*

(15)

The next step is to calculate the X coordinate on the actual world coordinate by
Calculate number of pixels that the detected object (mx) is far from the
center of the image plane in x-axis.

Dx

= mx - (WR I 2)

(16)

where WR is the horizontal number of the image resolution and Dx is the
number of the pixels that the detected object is far from the center of the
image plane in x-axis. If the value of Dx is positive, the detected object
will be on the right side of the image plane and if the value of Dx is
negative, the detected object will be on the left side of the image plane.

In Fig. 13 (a) show the picture that the camera points to the exact position of
the detected object where zt is the distance between the camera through the
detected object on the logical image plane. And in Fig. 13 (b) show the picture
that the camera points the detected object in X and Y coordinate where R* is
the degree that the camera points to the detected object on the X coordinate on
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the image plane and wx is the X coordinate of the detected object on the actual
world.

\' Axi"'

Figure 13 (a): The picture of the
camera points to the exact position
of the detected object in Y
coordinate on the actual world
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Figure 13 (b ): The picture of the
camera points to X and Y
coordinate
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Translate the value of x from the scales of pixel into the scales of meters
(k) by

k

= (Dx * d) I (WR I 2)
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(17)

where k is the distance from the detected object to the center of the image
plane in x-axis in the scales of meters.

Calculate the distance from the camera to the exact Y coordinate position
on the logical image plane (zt).
zt = c I cos (P*')

(18)

Calculate the degree of the camera that points to the detected object in the
x-axis on the image plane (R*).
R*= tan- 1 (k/zt)

(19)

Calculate the distance of the detected object from the target point (center)
in world coordinate of x-axis (wx) by
wx =tan (R*) * (sqrt(( b + wy' )2 + h 2

))

(20)

Ca1nera

Figure 14: The camera that points
the detected object by concern on
the size and the shape of the object
and the exact position of the
detected object
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Fig. 14 show the picture of the detected object by concern on the size and the
shape of the detected object in sphere shape and the exact position in X
coordinate on the actual world of the detected object where T* is the converse
degree that the camera points to the center of the detected object in sphere
shape, wx' is the exact position of X coordinate of the actual world.

Calculate the converse degree that the camera points to the detected object
on x-axis of the world coordinate (T*)
(21)

T*=90-R*

Calculate the different distance between the real position of the detected
object and the previous position of the detected object that is calculated by
the X coordinate on the image plane ( j ).

j =(a I 2) I tan (T*)

(22)

Calculate the real distance on X coordinate on actual world (wx')
(23)

wx' = wx - j

3.6.2 Calculate the distance of the detected object to the center
(target point)
After we got the actual world XY coordinate of the detected object then the next step
is to calculate the distance of the detected object that it is far from the target point
(dis) by
dis = sqrt( wy' 2 + wx' 2
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)

(24)

3.6.3 Calculate the clock direction of the detected object related with
the center (target point)
After we got the actual location of the detected object, the methodology performs
further calculation to identify the clock direction of the detected object related with
the target point.

In Fig. 15 show the figure to identify the clock direction of the detected object.

no
Center of tf1 e 'target waa
'JO
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(\VL-sq
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~

Figure 15: The direction of the
area that is used to identify the
clock direction of the dropping
object on Image plane

We simulate the direction that the North is on the top of image, The South is
on the bottom of image, The East is on the right of image and the West is on
the left of image. So, we can calculate the direction of the detected object that
how many degree it is far from the North by using the value of the XY
coordinate of the detected object on the actual world coordinate and the
position of the detected object that which part on the image that the object was
detected such as on above the center/right side (wy' > 0 and wx' > 0), on
above the center/left side (wy' > 0 and wx' < 0), below the center/right side
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(wy' < 0 and wx' > 0), and below the center/left side (wy' < 0 and wx' < 0). It
is defined as
If the detected object is on above the center/right side (wy' > 0 and wx' >

0), then we can calculate the direction of the detected object by
Calculate the degree that the detected object related to the North
D* = tan

-I (

wx' I wy' )

(25)

Calculate the degree of the detected object that it is far from the
North direction
Direction = 0 + D*

(26)

If the detected object is below the center/right side (wy' < 0 and wx' > 0),

then we can calculate the direction of the detected object by
Calculate the degree that the detected object related to the East
D* = tan

-I (

I wy' I wx' I )

(27)

Calculate the degree of the detected object that it is far from the
North direction
Direction= 90 + D*

(28)

If the detected object is below the center/left side (wy' < 0 and wx' < 0),

then we can calculate the direction of the detected object by
Calculate the degree that the detected object related to the South
D* = tan

-I (

wx' I wy' )
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(29)

Calculate the direct of the detected object that it is far from the
North direction
Direction = 180 + D*

(30)

If the detected object is on above the center/left side (wy' > 0 and wx' <

0), then we can calculate the direction of the detected object by
Calculate the degree that the detected object related to the West
D* =tan

-I

(I wy' /wx' I)

(31)

Calculate the direct of the detected object that it is far from the
North direction
Direction = 270 + D*

(32)

3.6.4 Coordinate Transform on Difference height, Rise and Tilt area
The methodology must be able to be operated on both flat area and rise/tilt area.
Because sometimes the detection is needed to be operated not only on the flat area but
also on the rise/tilt area. So, the methodology is needed to be performed the
coordinate transformation of the XY coordinate on the image plane into the actual XY
world coordinate on the rise up or tilt area also.

3.6.4.1

Coordinate Transform on flat area with difference height with base of
the camera's tower

In case of the height of the capturing flat area is different from the camera's tower. So,
we need to know the height of the capturing area to calculate the XY coordinate on
the world coordinate. We need to find out the real height between the capturing flat
area and camera's tower by
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h'

=h - g

(33)

where g is the height of the capturing area and h' is the height between the
capturing area and camera's tower. Then we use the value of h' instead of h to
calculate on the coordinate transformation process.

In Fig. 16 show the picture of the camera tilts to capture the flat area that has
the different height with the base of the camera's tower.
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3.6.4.2

Figure 16: The picture of the
camera that captures the target
area that has different height
with the camera's tower.

ground base

Coordinate Transform on Rise area
In case of the rise area, the process of coordinate transformation will be
concerned more variables. To perform the transformation on the rise area, we
need to know the degree value of the rise slope that aligns to the camera and
the height of the capturing area.

In Fig. 17 show the picture of the video camera which is used to capture the
rise target area.
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Figure 17: The picture of the
camera that captures the
dropping object on the rise area
in side view

ground base

In Fig. 18 show the picture of the camera that tilts to capture the rise area with
many variables, which are needed to consider. For the transformation process
on the rise area, we need to simulate the new tower, which is perpendicular to
the ground base of the rise area along to the slope of the rise area. where g is
the height of the center of the rise area that it is different from the camera's
tower and S* is the degree of the slope of the rise area that aligns to the
camera.
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Figure 18: The picture of the camera that captures the dropping object
on the rise area with many variables that are needed to concern
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The transformation process on the rise area is defined as
Calculate the height of the tower by
h' = h- g

(34)

Calculate the distance between the camera and the target point of the rise
area by
c' = h' I cos (A*)

(35)

Calculate the new base camera degree that the camera tilts to the target rise
area when the simulate camera's tower is perpendicular to the ground base
of the rise area by
A*'=A*-S*

(36)

Calculate the height of the camera when the simulate camera's tower is set
perpendicular the ground base of the rise area
h" =cos (A*')* c'

(37)

Calculate the new distance from the camera to target point of rise area in
horizontal ground base of the simulate tower on rise area.
b' =tan (A*')* h"

(38)

Then use the value of A*', h", c', and b' instead of A*, h, c, and bin order as a
default value to calculate the previous step of coordinate transformation.
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3.6.4.3 Coordinate Transform on Tilt area
In case of the tilt area, to operate the methodology on the tilt area. We need to

rotate the camera to make the horizontal base of the camera parallel to the tilt
slope of the capturing tilt area and keep the degree value from the vertical base
of the camera that rotate to capture the tilt area.

In Fig. 19 shows the simulated tower that should be perpendicular to the tilt
area where X* is the degree of the camera that rotate to capture the tilt area
from the vertical base line.

O:rghtal Camera tower
Simulate Camera
tower to peipendicular
with the tilt area area

\

II

Tilt area
slope

k

Figure 19: The simulate tower
that is perpendicular to the tilt
area

The transformation process on the tilt area is defined as
Calculate the height of the tower by
h' =h - g

(39)

Calculate the new distance from the camera to the target point of the
capturing area in horizontal ground base of the camera's tower
b' =tan (A*')* h'

(40)
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Calculate the height of the simulate tower that is perpendicular to the tilt
slope area by
h" = cos (X*) * h'

(41)

Calculate the new camera base degree that tilt to the tilt area which is the
tower is perpendicular to the tilt area by
A*'=tan- 1 (b/ h")

(42)

Calculate the distance between the camera and the target point of the tilt
area by
c' = h" I cos (A*')

(43)

Then use the value of A*', h", c', and b' instead of A*, h, c, and bin order as a
default value to calculate the previous step of coordinate transformation.

3.6.4.4 Coordinate Transform on Rise and Tilt area
In case of the capturing area, there. are rise and tilt. We need to rotate the
camera to make the horizontal base of the camera parallel to the tilt slope of
the tilt capturing area. Then keep the degree value from the vertical base of the
camera that rotate to capture the tilt, and keep the degree value of rise slope
that aligns to the camera and the height of the capturing area for
transformation process.

The transformation process on rise and tilt area is defined as
Calculate the height of the tower
h'

=h - g

(44)
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Calculate the new distance from the camera to the target point of the
capturing area in horizontal ground base of the camera's tower by
b' =tan (A*')* h'

(45)

Calculate the height of the simulate tower that is perpendicular to the tilt
slope area by
h" = cos (X*) * h'

(46)

Calculate the new camera base degree that tilt to capture the tilt area which
is the tower is perpendicular to the tilt area by
A*'= tan -I ( b' I h")

(47)

Calculate the distance between the camera and the target point of the tilt
area by
c' = h" I cos (A*')

(48)

Calculate the new base camera degree that the camera tilts to the target rise
area when the simulate camera's tower is perpendicular to the ground base
of the rise area by
A*"=A*'-S*

(49)

Calculate the height of the camera when the simulate camera's tower is set
the perpendicularity to the ground base of the rise area
h"' = cos (A*") * c'

(50)
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Calculate the new distance from the camera to the target point of rise area
in horizontal ground base of the simulate tower on the rise area.

b" =tan (A*")* h"'

(51)

Then use the value of A*", h"', c', and b" instead of A*, h, c, and bin order as
a default value to calculate the previous step of coordinate transformation.

3.6.4.5 Calculate clock direction of the detected object on Rise I Tilt area
On the rise area, to calculate or to determine the clock direction of the detected
object is needed to be recalculated based on the flat area (Bird Eye View) with
no slope and tilt before calculating the clock direction of the detected object.
So if we do not concern on the ground base flat area, the methodology can not
calculate the exact clock direction of the detected object. Because the location
of the detected object on the rise/tilt and the flat area (Bird Eye View) is not
the same.

In Fig. 20(a) show the location and the clock direction of the detected object
on the rise area and Fig. 20(b) the location of the detected object after we have
mapped to the ground base flat area (Bird Eye View).
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• location of curret 1t dropping object

Center of th I! target area

Figure 20(a): Image of the
location of the detected object on
the rise area

.....
"' ...

• location of curre i-t dropping object

-

Figure 20(b): Image of the location
of the detected object on the bird
eye view

In Fig. 21 show the picture that describe the different distance of the detected
object in the rise area and flat area (Bird Eye View)
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Figure 21: The difference of the
length between the actual distance
on the rise area and the bird eye
view
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For calculating the direction of the detected object on the rise/tilt area, the 3
Dimensions rotation [6] is considered for calculating the XY position of the detected
object on the bird eye view where
Rotation about the z-axis
x'

= x * cos (8) - y * sin (8)

y'

= x * sin (8) + y * cos (8)

z'

=z

Rotation about the y-axis
x'

= x * cos (8) + z * sin (8)

y'

=y

z'

= - x * sin (8) + z * cos (8)

Rotation about the x-axis
x' =x

y'

= y * cos (8) - z * sin (8)

z' = y

* sin (8) + z * cos (8)
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Because we need to rotate the rise/tilt area back to the flat ground area to find out the
distance of the detected object in bird eye view so, we need to rotate on x-axis and yaxis in order on 3-Dimensions rotation where
First we need to rotate on x-axis base on the degree value of rise up slope
(S*) by
wx"

= wx'

wy"

= wy' *cos (S*) -

z * sin (S*)

(53)

z'

= wy' * sin (S*) +

z *cos (S*)

(54)

(52)

Next we need to rotate on y-axis base on the degree value of the camera
that rotate to capture the tilt area from the vertical base (X*) by
wx'"

= wx" * cos (X*) + z' * sin (X*)

(55)

wy'"

= wy"

(56)

where wx' and wy' are the distance of XY actual world coordinate that is far
from the target point after we have concerned on the size and the shape of the
detected object, wx"' and wy"' are the distance XY coordinate on the bird eye·
view and set the value of z = 0 at the beginning.

Then we use the value of wx"' and wy"' instead of the value of wx' and wy' in
order to find out the degree of the detected object that how far from North.
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Chapter 4: Analysis worst case

The analysis here use the image resolution in 200*200, 300*300 and 400*400, and set
the height of the camera at 10, 20 and 50 meters, which is used to capture the area of
30*30, 50*50, and 100* 100 meters and the degree that the camera tilts to capture the
target area is 0 degree to 89 degree. Then test for the situation that the object is fell at
the top left of the area to determine the error rate. Because at this point (top/left) is the
area that can cause the most error rate when the camera tilts to capture the target area.
And the result is summarized in the Table 3. Otherwise, we have tested the proposed
methodology for the average error in the degree 0-89 that the camera tilts to capture
the target area for detecting the object that are around the target point in the radius 050 meters that are on the top left part of the circle. Because in this part, it presents the
most error in the coordinate transformation process due to the perspective theory. So
we use to test for the points that are in the top left part of the circle in the degree 0-90
circulate from the target point with Image resolution 400*400, tower's high 50 Meters
and capturing area 100* 100 Meters. Then summarize the result of the analysis in the
Table 4.1 -4.10 and Table 5.

90

0
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0 D""ree
r-ocus
t.rror
Degree
(meter)

10 deeree

r ocus

c.rror

Degree

(melu)

20 Deeree
rocus
<-m>r
Degree
(meter)

30 Deeree
rocus
r.rror
Degree
(meter)

40Deoree
rocus
r..rror
Degree
(meter )

50 Deoree
r..rror
(meter)

60 Def!ree

80 Deoree
r..rror
rocus
(meter)
Degree

70 Deoree
rocus
.£.rror
Degree
(meter)

85 Deeree

89 Deeree

l'-OCUS

~rror

tOCUS

1:.rror

Degree

(meter)

Degree

(meter)

Resolution

tte1gn
(meter)

(meter)

200•200

JO

30*30

56.309932 0-0.10606C 55.903922 0-0.169171 54.646134 0-0.243604 52.410911 0-0.32080 48.967877 0-0.398467 43 .955277 0-0.44564 36.869898 0-0.504937 27. 159194 0-0.565375

14.599559 0-0.718482 7.448243 0-1.1206\l< 1.499581 0-4.536307

Area

rocus

Degree

r ocus
Degree

.c.rror
(meter)

200• 200

25

30*30

30.963757 0-0. I()60(\t 30.578189 0-0.130077 29.414981 0-0.15641 ' 27.457076 0-0.18419 24.684773 0-0.213402 21.090259 0-0.241951 16.699244 0-0.27801! 11 .596787 0-0.3420 13

5.948124 0-0.541203 2.993467 0-0.96643 0.599948 0-4.390744

200•200

25

50*50

45.000000 0-0.176771 44.561451 0-0.244933 43 .219179 0-0.322111 40.893395 0-0.40071- 37.453720 0-0.478476 32.732407 0-0.551521 26.565051 0-0.609391 18.881721 0-0.7 10983

9.851076 0-1.026835 4.981069 0-1.74289' 0.999848 0-7.424102

200• 200

50

30*30

16.699244 0-0.10606C 16.459371 0-0.118176 15.743558 0-0.131991 14.563891 0-0.14735

12.942606 0-0.164808 10.914730 0-0.187217

2.982097 0-0.488842 1.497756 0-0.9 1284' 0.299982 0-4.343980

200•200

50

5o• so

26.565051 0-0.176777 26.215814 0-0.210013 25 . 166312 0-0.246701 23.413224

20.957950 0-0.326909 17.817083 0-0.3712\).1 14.036243 0-0.43187(

200•200

50

300*300

10

0-0.2865~

8.530766 0-0.21974

5.858392 0-0.284787
9.704283 0-0.538019

4 .9622 IO 0-0.869730 2.495249 0-1.58001 0.499962 0-7.291781

100• 100 45.000000 0-0.353553 44.561451 0-0.489865 43 .219179 0-0.64422t 40.893395 0-0.80142' 37.453720 0-0.956951 32.732407 0-1.103042 26.565051 0-1.218781 18.881721 0-1.421967
30*30

9 .851076 0-2.053671 4.981069 0-3.48578'. 0.999848 0-14.848204

56.309932 0-0.070711 55.903922 0-0.112692 54.646134 0-0.16273S 52.410911 0-0.212n 48.967877 0-0.264045 43 .955277 0-0.302077 36.869898 0-0.33334' 27 . 159194 0-0.368514

14.599559 0-0.480591 7.448243 0-0.74923 1.499581 0-3.031969

300*300

25

30*30

30.963757 0-0.070711 30.578189 0-0.086661 29.41498 1 0·0-10448'J 27.457076 0-0.12318'1 24 .684773 0-0.141508 21.090259 0-0.161385 16.699244 0·0.185611 11.596787 0·0.229292

5.948 124 0-0.361252 2.993467 0-0.64226. 0.599948 0-2.930125

300*300

25

50*50

45 .000000 0-0.117851 44.561451 0-0.163215 43.219179 0-0.21395-1 40.893395 0-0.26656 37.453720 0-0.3 15683 32.732407 0-0.363073 26.565051 0-0.41048! 18.881721 0-0.475171

9.85 1076 0-0.691174 4.981069 0-1.15566 0.999848 0-4.957789

3CXl'300

50

30*30

16.699244 ()..().070711 16.459371 0-0.078784 15.743558 ()-0.0879'..I( 14.56389 1 0-0.09817< 12.942606 IH).110022 10.914730 O~l.1 2464<

300*300

50

50*50

26.56505 1 O-O.JJ7851 26.215814 0-0.14009') 25.1663 12 0-0.16469' 23.413224 0-0.19052:! 20.957950 0-0.218085 17.817083

300*300

50

400*400

10

400'400
400*400
400*400

8.530766 0·0.14630<

5.858392 0·().189195

2.982097 0·0.325389 1.497756 0·0.6()764 0.299982 0-2.897443

o-o.241ne

14.036243 0-0.28633(

9.704283 0-0.359006

4 .962210 0-0.580336 2.495249 0-1.05()64( 0.499962 0-4.865268

(~0.72614

26.565051 0•0.82097( 18.881721 0-0.950341

9.851076 0- 1.382348 4.981069 0-2.31132' 0.999848 0·9.915578

30*30

56.309932 0-0.05303 1 55.903922 0-0.084486 54.646134 0-0.J2l~ 52.410911 0-0.16ll6 48.967877 0-0.197440 43 .955277 0-0.22433, 36.869898 0-0.24917: 27.159194 0-0.278526

14.599559 0-0.361047 7.448243 0-0.56271 1.499581 0-2.276887

25

30*30

30.963757 0·0.05303' 30.578189 O-O.OM016 29.414981 0-0.078293 27.457076 0-0.09218-1 24.684773 0-0.106378 21.090259 0-0.12115( 16.699244 0-0.13923

25

50*50 45.000000

50

30*30

16.699244 0-0.05303 1 16.459371 0-0.0590% 15.743558 0-0.06601< 14.563891 0-0.07373. 12.942606 0-0.082450 10.914730 0-0.09345

50*50

26.565051 0-0.08838! 26.215814 0-0.105031 25. 166312 0-0.12341l 23.413224 0-0.14304! 20.957950 0-0.163062 17.817083 0-0.185861 14.036243 0-0.21518<i 9.704283 0-0.267989

400*400

50

400*400

50

100•100 45.000000 0-0.23570 44.56145 1 0·0.326431 43.219179 ()-0.42790! 40.893395 0-0.53313

o-o.ossm

37.453720 0-0.631367 32.732407

11.596787 ()-0.171356

5.948124 0-0.271075 2.993467 0-0.48095< 0.599948 0-2.198703

44.561451 0-0.122332 43 .219179 0-0.16076! 40.893395 0-0.199711 37.453720 0-0.237806 32.732407 0-0.27371! 26.565051 0-0.305941 18.881721 0-0.356823

9.851076 0-0.514897 4.981069 0-0.86441 0.999848 0-3.721495

8.530766 0-0.109690 5.858392 0-0.142087

100•100 45.000000 0--0.17677' 44.56 1451 0-0.244664 43.219179 0-0.32153( 40.893395 0-0.39942 37 .453720 0-0.475612 32.732407 0-0.547431 26.56505 1 0-0.61188

18.88172 1 0-0.713645

Table 3 : Result of the analysis on the different tower' height, resolution and capturing area for determine the accuracy of the methodology

• Nule - Focus

D c~rcc :

The dgrcc of the camcrJ focu s that capture.~ the target area

2.982097 0-0.244611

1.497756 0-0.4553~ 0.299982 0-2.173627

4.9622 10 0-0.435445 2.495249 0-0.786971 0.499962 0-3.650487
9.851076 0-1.029793 4.981069 0-1.72882 0.999848 0-7.442990
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Figure 22(a): The error of the location specifying with different size area that the camera
captured in different degree that the camera tilts to capture
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Figure 22(b ): The error of the location specifying with different image resolution
in different degree that the camera tilts to capture
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Figure 22(c): The error of the location specifying with different height of the
camera's tower in different degree that the camera tilts to capture
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Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 5 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre• 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degree 70 Degt'ee 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) U.176777 0.183081

0.192287 0.205151 0.223591 0.252701 0.303645 0.412182 0.758809 1.465822 7.217666

Table 4.1 : Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 5 meters from target point

Resolution: 400*400, Tower's high: 50 meters, Area cover: 100*100 meters, Radius: 10 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre1 20 Degree 30 Degre1 40 Degree 50 Degre1 60 Degree 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.187901

0.202082 0.219569 0.242292 0.274259 0.327446 0.436842 0.782757 1.495674

7.21793

Table 4.2 : Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 10 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 15 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degret 20 Degree 30 Degre< 40Degree 50 Degre• 60 Degre1 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.192979

0.211928 0.234141 0.260543 0.296673 0.352143 0.463367

0.80785 1.526033 7.290593

Table 4.3 : Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 15 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 20 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degret 20 Degree 30 Degre• 40 Degree SO Degree 60 Degree 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degre1

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.198067

0.222703 0.249708 0.280336 0.319254

0.3779 0.490168 0.838953 1.543107 7.291054

Table 4.4: Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 20 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, ~adius: 25 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre• 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degre• 50 Degree 60 Degree 70 Degree 80 Degre• 85 Degre1 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777

0.20313

0.232934

0.26595

0.3009 0.344365 0.403666 0.518019 0.860559 1.574771 7.291417

Table 4.5 : Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 25 meters from target point

Resol11tion : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 30 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre• 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degre< 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degre• 89 Degre•

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.208476

0.243638 0.282235 0.323747 0.367802 0.432603 0.544804 0.887987 1.592856 7.364864

Table 4.6: Ma"imum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 30 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Towei"s high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 35 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre1 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degree 70 Degree 80 Degre• 85 Degree 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.213741

0.255289 0.298923 0.345321 0.395969 0.460954 0.573538

0.91775 1.625623 7.365402

Table 4. 7 : Ma"imum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 35 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 40 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree IO Degre< 20 Degree 30 Degre• 40 Degree SO Degree 60 Degree 70 Degre• 80 Degre• 8S Degre< 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.219139

0.266556 0.316947 0.368069 0.420096 0.4SS635 0.605692 0.947352 1.658292 7.365908

Table 4.8 : Maximmn Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 40 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters. Radius: 4S meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre< 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree SO Degree 60Degre< 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degre< 89 Degree

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.224586

0.63483 0976499 1.678906 7.440086

0.392133 0.450718 0.521193

0277796 0.334711

Table 4.9: Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 45 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius: 50 meters
Radius Angle

0 Degree 10 Degre 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degree 70 Degree 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degre•

0.28985-2 0.352016 0.416833 0.480452 0.552781

Max Error (meter) 0.176777 0.230017

0.666157 1.002795 l.712625 7.440844

Table 4.10 : Maximum Error on the proposed methodology in the radius SO meters from target point

Average error in the radius 0-50 meters
0 Degree 10 Degre 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degree 70 Degre1 80 Degree 85 Degree 89 Degree
1\!ax Error (meter) 0.176777 0.220909 0.2702474

0.322022 0.374734 0.428065 0.491303 0.599099 0.928876 1.628781 7.355199

Table 5 : Average Error Result of the proposed methodology in any Degree 0-89 that the camera
tilts to capture the target area with the radius 50 Maiers from the target point

Figure 23 : The average error graph
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So, we find out that the error rate is depending on the following factors: The ratio of the image resolution and the target area that the camera
captured: If we use the high resolution to capture small area the error rate
will be low.
The degree of the camera tilts to capture the target area: If the camera tilts
more degree to capture the target area, the error rate will be high also.
The ratio of the height of the camera from the ground and the area that is
capturing: The height of the camera should be high enough to capture the
target area in linear perspective.
The degree of the camera's focus that captures the target area: If the degree
of camera's focus is less, it will present less error rate also. (In case of the
camera's lane that is used for zoom in is idle)
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendation

This proposed methodology is used to specify the location of the dropping object from
the air to the ground. In this methodology, the camera is set on the tower and tilts
down to capture the target area to detect and specify the location of the detected object
from the air. The process in this methodology included: - Image Acquisition which
acquire the image to be process, Image Subtraction which subtract the consecutive
images to highlight the difference of the consecutive images, Noise Filter on
Threshold operation which eliminate the noise on the image from the process of
Image Subtraction, Calculate the XY coordinate of the detected object on the Image
Plane and Coordinate Transformation Unit which transform the XY coordinate on the
image plane into the XY coordinate on the world coordinate and specify the clock
direction of the detected object.

With this proposed methodology, it can be used to operate on both flat area and
rise/tilt area, which provides easy portability to change the target area with a little
effort.

From the analysis of the proposed methodology, the accuracy is depending on the: The ratio of the image resolution and the target area that the camera
captured: If we use the high resolution to capture small area the error rate
will be low.
Number of the degree that the camera tilts to capture the target area: Less
degree of camera that tilts to capture the target area will provide the
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methodology with more capacity to specify the location of the detected
object with more exactly.
Ratio of the size of the object with the Image resolution: the size of the
object should be big enough to be detected by the methodology.
The ratio of the height of the camera from the ground and the capturing
area: The height of the camera should be high enough to capture the target
area linear perspective.
The degree of the camera's focus that captures the target area: If the degree
of camera's focus is less, it will present less error rate also. (In case of the
camera's lane that is used for zoom in is idle)

Limitations of the proposed methodology included: The methodology can not specify the exact location if there is more than
one object present simultaneously at the same set of consecutive image.
The methodology can not specify the exact location when the image that is
captured for processing captured the object that is falling but it is not on
the ground yet.
The object should be big enough to be detected by the methodology.
The gray scale value of the pixel value between environment of capturing
area and the object should be different enough to be detected by the
methodology.
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Appendix A Test Results of the error in the radius 0-50 Meters
Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover: 100*100 meters, Radius : 5 meters
Radius Angle 0 Degree 10Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50Degree 60Degre1 70 Degret 80 Degree 85 Degret 89 Degree
0.2839 0.392779 0.731025 1.451554 7.217666

0

0.17678 0.179597 0.185333

0.194846 0.210196 0.236038

5

0.17678 0.179991 0.186157

0.196173 0.212155 0.238867 0.285853 0.392573 0.738038 1.451494 7.217666

10

0.17678 0.180465

15

0.17678

0.18714

0.19695 0.213276 0.240444 0.288093 0.396094 0.738038 J.451494 7.217666

0.18094 0.187636

0.19852 0.214408 0.242039 0.290362 0.396094 0.738038 1.451494 7.217666

20

0.17678 0.181102 0.188482

0.199099 0.216444 0.243374 0.292398 0.399457 0.745156 1.451435 7.217654

25

0.17678 0.181503 0.188832

0.200487 0.217347 0.244726 0.294462 0.399251 0.745041 J.451435 7.217654

30

0.17678 0.181743 0.189843

0.201081 0.218259 0.246094

35

0.17678 0.182148

0.201679

40

0.17678 0.182312 0.190558

45

0.17678 0.182398 0.190766

50

0.17678 0.182563 0.191645

55

0.17678 0.182728 0.192011

60

0.17678 0.182816 0.191704

0.204524 0.222434 0.250894 0.301957 0.408615 0.751475 1.465475 7.217549

65

0.17678 0.182982 0.192071

0.205151 0.223404 0.252348 0.301696 0.412182 0.758809 1.465418 7.217538

70

0.17678

0.204714 0.222876 0.251788 0.303645 0.411776 0.758588 1.465306 7.217515

75

0.17678 0.182992 0.192133

0.205126 0.223591

80

0.17678 0.183081

0.191826

0.204907 0.223328 0.252701 0.302869 0.411174 0.758259 1.465139 7.217481

85

0.17678 0.182924 0.192042

0.204471 0.222804 0.252146 0.302356 0.410778 0.758042 1.465029 7.217459

90

0.17678 0.182846 0.191889

0.204254 0.222543 0.251869 0.302101

0.17678 0.183081

0.205151 0.223591 0.252701 0.303645 0.412182 0.758809 1.465822 7.217666

Max Error
(meter)

0.1902

0.18307 0.192287

0.192287

0.2942 0.402871 0.745041 1.451376 7.217642

0.21918 0.247479 0.296292 0.402664 0.744926 1.451317

7.21763

0.202282 0.220111 0.248881 0.298413 0.406127 0.752152 1.465822 7.217619
0.20289 0.221052

0.2486

0.29815 0.405714 0.751924 1.465763 7.217607

0.203503 0.222002 0.250019 0.300301 0.409229 0.751811 1.465647 7.217584
0.20412 0.222963 0.251456 0.300039 0.409024 0.751698

0.251231 0.303127 0.411575 0.758478

1.46559 7.217572

1.46525 7.217504

0.41058 0.757935 1.464974 7.217448

Table 6.1 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 5 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : 10 meters
Radia~

Angle 0 Degre€ 10 Degree 20Degree 30Degree 40Degree 50 Degree 60 Degret 70 Degre€ 80 Degree 85 Degre€ 89 Degree

0

0.17678 0.181139 0.188335

0.199099 0.215355 0.241604 0.289212 0.397063 0.733301 1.452799

5

0.17678 0.182014 0.190171

0.201245 0.218499 0.246088 0.293451 0.400388 0.740442 1.452734 7.217916

10

0.17678 0.182735 0.191534

0.203439 0.221733 0.249067 0.297802 0.403761 0.747689 1.452734 7.217916

15

0.17678 0.183625 0.193072

20

0.17678 0.184279

25

0.17678 0.184859 0.195745

0.210088 0.229187

30

0.17678 0.185523 0.197033

0.211601 0.231452 0.261397 0.310999 0.417534 0.761881 1.466983 7.217852

35

0.17678 0.186112 0.197796

0.212909 0.233481 0.262608 0.312974 0.420939 0.761633 1.466856 7.217826

40

0.17678 0.186374 0.199117

0.21514 0.235271 0.265385 0.317587 0.424399 0.768836 1.481519 7.217801

45

0.17678

0.21627 0.237386

50

0.17678 0.187317 0.200534

0.216726 0.237893 0.269541 0.321474 0.427248 0.776033 1.481208 7.217739

55

0.17678 0.187585 0.201174

0.217886 0.240072 0.270864 0.323327 0.430601 0.775671 1.481024 7.217702

60

0.17678 0.187855 0.201256

0.218125

65

0.17678

0.219315 0.241159 0.272966 0.324373 0.433364 0.782757 1.495674

70

0.17678 0.187886 0.201993

75

0.17678 0.187901 0.202082

80

0.17678 0.187837 0.201598

0.219129 0.241447 0.274259 0.327446 0.435574 0.781608 1.495093 7.217515

85

0.17678 0.187597 0.201688

0.218435 0.240607 0.273371

90

0.17678 0.187613 0.201206

0.217744 0.239774

0.17678 0.187901 0.202082

0.219569 0.242292 0.274259 0.327446 0.436842 0.782757 1.495674

Max Error
(meter)

0.19432

0.18697 0.199902

0.18787 0.201907

0.20568
0.207972

0.219569

0.22385 0.252115 0.302269 0.407408 0.747563

7.21793

1.45267 7.217903

0.22724 0.255234 0.304407 0.410657 0.754793 1.467175

7.21789

0.25813 0.308771 0.414181 0.754542 1.467047 7.217878

0.26665 0.319371 0.427914 0.768591 1.481331 7.217776

0.24061 0.271904 0.325216 0.434015 0.775313 1.480843 7.217666

0.24172

0.21887 0.242292

7.21763

0.27405 0.326303 0.436842 0.782407 1.495497 7.217595
0.27315 0.325473 0.436204 0.782061 1.495322

7.21756

0.32663 0.434952 0.781274 1.494924 7.217481

0.27249 0.325823 0.434338 0.780945 1.494758 7.217448

Table 6.2 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 10 meters from target point

7.21793

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover: 100*100 meters, Radius: 15 meters
Radiu.~

Angle 0 Degre£ 10 Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50Degree 60 Degret 70 Degret 80 Degree 85 Degret 89Degree

0

0.17678 0.182616 0.191385

0.203455 0.220415 0.247415 0.294825 0.401414 0.736023 1.454151 7.218189

5

0.17678 0.184061 0.193763

0.207284 0.225083 0.253645 0.301452 0.404989 0.743045 1.454081 7.218189

JO

0.17678 0.185202 0.196199

0.210175 0.229367 0.258123 0.308045 0.412051 0.750172 1.454011 7.218189

15

0.17678 0.186357 0.198537

0.214257 0.233818 0.262759 0.312688 0.419076 0.757408

1.46852 7.218161

20

0.17678 0.187196 0.200384

0.217115 0.237126 0.267562 0.316853 0.422426 0.764617

1.46838 7.218147

25

0.17678 0.188296

0.219375 0.241888

0.32409 0.429768 0.771938

1.48304 7.218119

30

0.17678 0.189073 0.204029

0.222391

35

0.17678 0.189859 0.205826

0.224533 0.248495 0.280382 0.333186 0.440469 0.778836 1.482697

40

0.17678 0.190652

0.226728 0.250189 0.283141 0.335084

45

0.17678 0.191372 0.208769

0.228731 0.253721 0.286309 0.339601 0.447171 0.793665 1.497247 7.217956

50

0.17678 0.191916 0.209896

0.231035

55

0.17678 0.192383 0.210434

0.232106 0.257388 0.292256 0.346349 0.453893 0.800812 1.511971 7.217852

60

0.17678 0.192505 0.211594

0.232952 0.259296 0.293146 0.347865 0.457356 0.800178 1.511715 7.217788

65

0.17678 0.192979 0.211534

0.234069 0.259659 0.294064 0.349732 0.460891

70

0.17678 0.192835 0.211928

0.234141 0.260038

75

0.17678 0.192961 0.211874

0.233972 0.260131 0.295665 0.350168 0.463367 0.806638 1.510854 7.290593

80

0.17678 0.192819 0.211654

0.234059 0.260543 0.296673 0.352143

85

0.17678 0.192677 0.211438

0.232833 0.259053 0.295099 0.350708 0.461178 0.805482 1.525744 7.290477

90

0.17678 0.192349 0.210767

Max Error
(meter)

0.20227

0.20766

0.17678 0.192979 0.211928

0.27254

0.24514 0.275424 0.328571 0.433036 0.779238 1.482902 7.218077
7.21805

0.44391 0.786256 1.497515 7.217996

0.25553 0.289238 0.341608 0.450498 0.793274 1.496984 7.217903

0.80785 1.511401 7.217739

0.29501 0.351645 0.459748 0.807237 1.511155 7.217678

0.23186 0.259491 0.293858

0.34958

0.46226 0.806053 1.526033 7.290534

0.46033 0.805035 1.525463 7.290421

0.234141 0.260543 0.296673 0.352143 0.463367

0.80785 1.526033 7.290593

Table 6.3 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 15 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover: 100*100 meters, Radius : 20 meters
Radius Angle 0 Degree 10 Degree 20 Degree 30Degree 40Degree SO Degree 60Degrei 70 Degrel 80 Degree 8S Degrei 89Degree

0

0.17678 0.184262 0.194481

0.207682 0.226174 0.253452 0.300721 0.406531 0.738815 1.455611 7.218499

5

0.17678 0.185885 0.197787

0.212436 0.232847 0.261214 0.309542

10

0.17678 0.187457 0.200827

0.217164 0.238602 0.267619 0.316309 0.420502 0.760224 1.470048 7.218468

15

0.17678 0.189056

0.221863 0.244339 0.273997 0.323033 0.427409 0.767431 1.469897 7.218453

20

0.17678 0.190426 0.206684

25

0.17678 0.191735 0.209496

0.229929 0.253442 0.287363

0.33734 0.441865 0.782037 1.484331 7.218378

30

0.17678 0.192981 0.211962

0.232928 0.258436 0.292594

0.34463 0.449431 0.789297

35

0.17678 0.194061 0.214321

0.237071 0.263002 0.297333

0.34923 0.456975 0.796822 1.498847 7.218275

40

0.17678 0.194989 0.215942

45

0.17678

0.2176

0.242272 0.271413

50

0.17678 0.196607 0.219296

0.2443 0.273149

55

0.17678 0.197293 0.220374

0.246387 0.276672 0.313825 0.368188 0.479082 0.818617 1.528183 7.290972

60

0.17678 0.197622 0.221296

0.248272 0.278548 0.317007 0.372943 0.482345 0.826253

65

0.17678 0.197955 0.222417

0.249298 0.280158 0.317416 0.374744 0.485944 0.825467 1.543107 7.290814

70

0.17678

0.248901 0.280336 0.318214 0.376287 0.484491 0.833262 1.542722 7.290738

75

0.17678 0.198067 0.222318

80

0.17678 0.197842 0.221939

85

0.17678 0.197534 0.221564

0.247787

90

0.17678

0.247701 0.278495 0.315623 0.376287 0.488845 0.838953 1.541173 7.290421

Max Error
(meter)

0.19593

0.20363

0.19801 0.222703

0.19703 0.220515

0.17678 0.198067 0.222703

0.41329 0.753126 1.455535 7.218483

0.22582 0.248951 0.280684 0.330038 0.434786

0.2403

0.77475 1.484555 7.218408

1.49914 7.218333

0.26648 0.302623 0.357071 0.464505 0.804184 1.513743 7.218217
0.30545 0.361722 0.467722 0.811676 1.513458 7.218147
0.31075 0.366538 0.475649

0.249708 0.280215 0.318709

0.8193 1.528596 7.291054

1.52778 7.290892

0.3779 0.487961 0.832512 1.542348 7.290652

0.24934 0.280122 0.319254 0.376049 0.486571 0.831783 1.541923 7.290569
0.28006 0.317256 0.374243 0.490168 0.830957 1.541513 7.290488

0.249708 0.280336 0.319254

0.3779 0.490168 0.838953 1.543107 7.291054

Table 6.4 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 20 meters from target point

St. Gabriel's Library, Au

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : 25 meters
Radius Angle 0 DegreE 10 Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40Degree 50 Degree 60DegreE 70 DegreE 80 Degree 85 DegreE 89Degree
0

0.17678 0.185841 0.197621

0.212449

0.23181 0.259384 0.306884 0.411693 0.741646 1.457176

7.2188

5

0.17678 0.187895 0.202058

0.218591 0.239627 0.269078 0.317994 0.418494 0.755986 1.457096

7.2188

10

0.17678 0.189823 0.205407

0.224169 0.246614 0.277223 0.327218 0.429069

15

0.17678 0.191625 0.209451

20

0.17678 0.193463

0.21306

0.234958 0.261215 0.294302 0.344001 0.451667 0.785199 1.485949 7.218702

25

0.17678 0.195255 0.216451

0.240107 0.267614 0.301444 0.354349 0.458823 0.800415 1.500671 7.218655

30

0.17678 0.196812 0.219508

0.245236 0.274017 0.308588 0.361802 0.466497 0.807892 1.515625 7.218592

35

0.17678 0.198035 0.222484

0.249209 0.278712 0.315743 0.369248 0.474143 0.815341 1.515235 7.218514

40

0.17678 0.199473 0.224708

0.252456

45

0.17678 0.200369 0.226995

0.256744 0.289124 0.326485 0.382124 0.489681 0.830337 1.529897 7.291326

50

0.17678 0.201279

0.258742 0.292631 0.332033 0.387017 0.497877 0.838046 1.545187 7.291224

55

0.17678 0.202114 0.230878

0.261785

60

0.17678 0.202671 0.231726

0.263939 0.297746 0.337953 0.397039 0.509405 0.853618 1.560157 7.291026

65

0.17678 0.202942 0.232598

0.264574 0.299284 0.340921 0.398383 0.512814 0.852649 1.559606 7.290919

70

0.17678

0.265244

75

0.17678 0.203026 0.232934

80

0.17678 0.203011 0.232197

0.265351 0.300216 0.341849

85

0.17678 0.202616 0.231652

0.263439 0.299938 0.342295 0.400716 0.516371 0.857665 1.573793 7.290511

90

0.17678 0.201927

Max Error
(meter)

0.17678

0.20313

0.22935

0.23276

0.23038

0.20313 0.232934

0.23004

0.76324 1.471532 7.218783

0.2537 0.285509 0.336948 0.440118 0.777922 1.486189 7.218751

0.28397 0.321185 0.377413 0.481774

0.82277 1.530351 7.291417

0.29593 0.334742 0.391751 0.501006 0.845755 1.544679 7.291124

0.3009 0.344032 0.403666 0.511021 0.860559 1.559073 7.290814

0.26595 0.300538 0.344365 0.401329 0.514581 0.859517 1.574771 7.290713
0.40294 0.518019 0.858636 1.574273 7.290616

0.26288 0.297959 0.340226 0.402477 0.514777 0.856732 1.573332 7.290421

0.26595

0.3009 0.344365 0.403666 0.518019 0.860559 1.574771 7.291417

Table 6.5 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 25 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : 30 meters
Radius Angle 0 Degree 10 Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50 Degree 60 Degre€ 70 Degre€ 80Degree 85 Degre€ 89 Degree
0

0.17678 0.187352 0.200803

0.217075 0.237292 0.266147 0.312973 0.416848 0.744975 1.458848 7.219155

5

0.17678 0.190008 0.205702

0.22402 0.246613 0.277232 0.326804 0.427476 0.759186 1.458762 7.219138

10

0.17678 0.192395 0.210269

0.231674 0.256337 0.287253 0.336294 0.438282 0.773828

15

0.17678 0.194413 0.214869

0.238313 0.264989 0.297633 0.348447 0.453445 0.788585 1.487772 7.219069

20

0.17678 0.196745 0.219506

0.244291 0.272655 0.306561 0.358426 0.464833 0.795803 1.502483 7.219017

25

0.17678 0.198586 0.223711

30

0.17678 0.200574

35

0.17678 0.202323 0.230903

0.261014 0.295758

40

0.17678 0.203818 0.233808

0.266482 0.300834 0.340985 0.399055 0.504712 0.842044 1.547195 7.291651

45

0.17678

50

0.17678 0.206032 0.239178

55

0.17678 0.207124

60

0.17678 0.207626 0.242185

65

0.17678 0.208048 0.242973

70

0.17678 0.208476 0.243594

0.281647 0.322084

75

0.17678 0.208294 0.243638

0.282235 0.323747 0.367322 0.431005 0.543456 0.887987 1.591562 7.364864

80

0.17678 0.208026 0.243505

0.281385 0.323175 0.367514 0.432603 0.541169 0.886684 1.590923 7.364739

85

0.17678 0.207539 0.242587

0.280565 0.320336 0.367802 0.429927 0.544804 0.885564 1.590314

90

0.17678 0.207055 0.241073

0.278297 0.317562 0.364899 0.427345 0.542922 0.884494 1.589792 7.364507

0.17678 0.208476 0.243638

0.282235 0.323747 0.367802 0.432603 0.544804 0.887987 1.592856 7.364864

Max Error
(meter)

0.22724

0.20496 0.236815

0.24066

0.25033 0.280458 0.315677

1.4732 7.219103

0.36862 0.476763 0.811262 1.517425 7.218949

0.255541 0.288769 0.325396 0.379433

0.48424 0.818515 1.532518 7.291847

0.33317 0.387416 0.496847 0.834394 1.532018 7.291748

0.270921 0.306166 0.349266 0.403829 0.512877 0.849678 1.562624
0.27421

7.29154

0.3114 0.354691 0.412691 0.521359 0.857309 1.562074 7.291417

0.277337 0.315142 0.357797 0.417606 0.529886 0.865102 1.577694 7.291297
0.279181 0.318682 0.363729

0.42276 0.533148

0.87306 1.577025 7.291166

0.2814 0.320523 0.367202 0.428533 0.536538 0.881044 1.592856
0.36722 0.429529 0.539792 0.879779

7.29104

1.59223 7.290905

Table 6.6 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 30 meters from target point

7.36462

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : 35 meters
Radius Angle 0 Degref lODegree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree 50Degree 60Degre1 70 Degre1 80 Degree 85 Degre1 89 Degree
0

0.17678 0.189035 0.204025

0.221781 0.243485 0.272776

5

0.17678 0.191889

0.230506 0.255174

10

0.17678 0.194744 0.215079

0.238935 0.265011 0.297714 0.347817 0.451677 0.784753 1.489725 7.219461

15

0.17678 0.197333 0.220893

0.246935 0.275293 0.310399 0.360487 0.462778 0.799749 1.504518 7.219406

20

0.17678 0.199908 0.225729

0.254088 0.284368 0.321427 0.373678 0.478912 0.806893 1.519358 7.219351

25

0.17678 0.202186 0.230425

0.261416 0.294119 0.333317 0.387452 0.490651

30

0.17678 0.204523 0.235349

35

0.17678 0.206244 0.239049

0.274617

40

0.17678 0.208212 0.242701

0.280295 0.318774 0.362132 0.418546 0.523906 0.861866 1.564442 7.291898

45

0.17678 0.209618 0.246503

0.284858 0.324303 0.370863 0.427346 0.537705 0.869563 1.579927 7.291764

50

0.17678 0.210961 0.248661

0.289643 0.330132

55

0.17678 0.212018 0.250894

0.292832

60

0.17678 0.213004 0.253206

0.296174 0.339543 0.389161

65

0.17678 0.213369 0.254752

0.298083 0.343801 0.392725 0.452511 0.567732 0.901111 1.610175 7.365242

70

0.17678 0.213741 0.255289

0.298476 0.345321 0.392478 0.458393 0.571062 0.909398 1.609382 7.365088

75

0.17678 0.213708 0.254994

0.298923 0.344383 0.395957 0.459776 0.568301

80

0.17678 0.213356

0.297491 0.343523 0.395969 0.460954 0.571916 0.916266 1.624833 7.364788

85

0.17678 0.212684 0.253599

0.296408 0.342745

90

0.17678 0.212105 0.251831

0.295369 0.339465 0.389014 0.454774 0.573538 0.913645 1.623498 7.364507

0.17678 0.213741 0.255289

0.298923 0.345321 0.395969 0.460954 0.573538

Max Error
(meter)

0.20997

0.25472

0.31995 0.422821 0.748339 1.460626 7.219517

0.28567 0.333341 0.436835 0.770035 1.475066 7.219498

0.26797 0.302701 0.343472

0.822252 1.534434 7.292246

0.39867 0.502982 0.838114 1.533898 7.292139

0.31149 0.353914 0.410203 0.515944 0.854327 1.549045 7.292017

0.37691 0.436638 0.546181 0.886586 1.579185 7.291619

0.33589 0.382856 0.441653 0.555031 0.894598 1.594957 7.291462

0.39243

0.45146 0.558254 0.902636 1.610927 7.365402

0.4578

0.91775 1.625623 7.364928

0.56938 0.914858 1.624148 7.364644

0.91775 1.625623 7.365402

Table 6.7: Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 35 meters from target point

~t.

Gabriel's Library, Au

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : 40 meters
Radius Angle ODegree 10 Degree 20 Degree 30Degree 40Degree 50Degree 60Degre1 70 DegreE 80 Degree 85 Degre1 89 Degree
0

0.17678 0.190649 0.207284

0.226561 0.249505 0.279574 0.326473 0.428767 0.751888

1.46251

7.2199

5

0.17678 0.193962 0.213743

0.236207 0.262606 0.294388 0.342773 0.442599 0.773459 1.476952

7.21988

10

0.17678

15

0.17678 0.200218 0.226471

20

0.17678 0.203045 0.232659

25

0.17678

30

0.17678 0.208192 0.243116

0.280927 0.319206

35

0.17678 0.210483 0.248374

0.287827 0.328414 0.373441 0.430836 0.536121 0.865754

40

0.17678 0.212746 0.252088

0.293679 0.335988 0.381969

45

0.17678 0.214436 0.255753

0.299544 0.344053 0.391052 0.452447 0.558064

50

0.17678 0.216073 0.259581

0.304483 0.352661 0.400744 0.462219 0.572766 0.907572 1.613447 7.365908

55

0.17678 0.217328 0.261823

0.309353 0.356164 0.406951 0.472152 0.581966 0.915493

60

0.17678

0.312787

65

0.17678 0.218917 0.265446

0.314658 0.363846 0.416707 0.483623 0.594737 0.931965

70

0.17678 0.219139 0.266088

0.316642 0.368069 0.420096 0.484685 0.598373 0.940378 1.644094 7.365185

75

0.17678 0.219031 0.266556

0.316947 0.366807 0.419716 0.485926 0.601919 0.938618 1.643168 7.364994

80

0.17678 0.218591 0.266128

0.315203 0.366045 0.419911 0.486985 0.605692 0.947352 1.642359 7.364826

85

0.17678 0.218156

0.313839 0.364987

90

0.17678

Max Error
(meter)

0.19704 0.220006

0.20567 0.238111

0.21828 0.264151

0.26479

0.21705 0.262549

0.17678 0.219139 0.266556

0.245667 0.273659 0.308238 0.360239 0.461445 0.788014 1.491518 7.219841
0.254531 0.285707 0.323442

0.37584 0.476899 0.803023 1.506211 7.219763

0.26409 0.296709 0.334721 0.389405 0.493321 0.826429 1.521039 7.219687
0.272854 0.308659 0.349578 0.403574 0.505159 0.842281 1.536007 7.292578

0.310743

0.35962 0.418849 0.522789 0.858284 1.551124 7.292447
1.56649 7.292318

0.44365 0.549833 0.882418 1.581931 7.292157
0.89017

1.59755

7.292

1.61252 7.365728

0.36258 0.413563 0.477718 0.585142 0.923622 1.628648 7.365554
1.62771 7.365358

0.41984 0.488635 0.602771 0.945769 1.641532 7.364655

0.36117 0.415865 0.485129 0.600009 0.944279 1.658292 7.364507

0.316947 0.368069 0.420096 0.488635 0.605692 0.947352 1.658292 7.365908

Ta hie 6.8 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 40 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : 50 meters, Area cover: 100*100 meters, Radius : 45 meters
Radius Angle 0 DegreE 10 Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40Degree 50Degree 60 Degret 70 Degret 80 Degree 85 Degre1 89 Degree

0

0.17678 0.192274

5

0.17678 0.196057 0.218165

0.243024 0.269906 0.303008

0.35255 0.452611 0.777053 1.478945 7.220285

10

0.17678 0.199448 0.225052

0.253667 0.284218 0.319185

0.37018 0.471584 0.799474 1.493407 7.220223

15

0.17678 0.203153 0.232211

0.263549 0.297979 0.334284 0.388728 0.487054 0.814539 1.508094 7.220161

20

0.17678 0.206244 0.238957

0.274589 0.309337 0.350928 0.406018 0.508035 0.838144 1.538365

25

0.17678

30

0.17678 0.212256 0.251231

35

0.17678 0.214848 0.257195

0.301612

40

0.17678 0.217104 0.261796

0.309249 0.354547 0.403368

0.46585 0.571218 0.903735

1.59975 7.292428

45

0.17678 0.219329 0.266408

0.315378 0.365171 0.416042 0.474908 0.585805 0.911347

1.6155 7.366325

50

0.17678 0.220948 0.270339

0.320492

55

0.17678 0.222171 0.273513

0.325544 0.377884 0.432874 0.495308 0.604122 0.937131 1.647781 7.365908

60

0.17678 0.223424 0.275643

0.329039 0.385106 0.440334 0.506312 0.613649 0.945347 1.646674 7.365696

65

0.17678 0.223914 0.277109

0.33274 0.389276 0.443497 0.512457 0.624026 0.953633 1.663184 7.365493

70

0.17678 0.224419

75

0.17678 0.224586 0.277796

80

0.17678 0.224055 0.277202

0.332769 0.390647 0.450272 0.521193

85

0.17678 0.223434 0.275637

0.331103 0.389307 0.445516 0.516969 0.631528 0.967213 1.676958 7.439901

90

0.17678

0.329517 0.385313 0.445884 0.512969 0.628427 0.976499 1.676111 7.439728

Max Error
(meter)

0.21058

0.20944 0.245392

0.27743

0.22221 0.274106

0.17678 0.224586 0.277796

0.231411 0.255634 0.286529 0.333902 0.434953

0.75562 1.464498 7.220285

7.29305

0.283609 0.323752 0.366441 0.420607 0.525477 0.854054 1.553452 7.292929
0.293 0.334742 0.379878

0.43591

0.53826 0.870106 1.568788 7.292771

0.34665 0.391186 0.452486 0.557097 0.886721 1.584184 7.292617

0.37155 0.426362 0.490043 0.594739 0.929141 1.631537

0.334711 0.390611 0.446949 0.513331 0.627366 0.962173 1.662097

7.36613

7.36527

0.33451 0.392133 0.450718 0.519774 0.630963 0.970976 1.678906 7.365061

0.334711 0.392133 0.450718 0.521193

0.63483 0.969103 1.677933 7.440086

0.63483 0.976499 1.678906 7.440086

Table 6.9 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius 45 meters from target point

Resolution : 400*400, Tower's high : SO meters, Area cover : 100*100 meters, Radius : SO meters
Radio.~

Angle 0 Degre• 10 Degree 20 Degree 30 Degree 40 Degree SO Degree 60 Degre< 70 Degree 80 Degree 8S Degre< 89 Degree

0

0.17678 0.193909

5

0.17678 0.197993 0.222064

0.248729 0.277721 0.312264 0.362279 0.458874 0.781019 1.480936 7.220689

10

0.17678 0.202163 0.230218

0.260537 0.293532 0.330566

15

0.17678 0.205765 0.238116

0.272944 0.309403 0.348542 0.402183 0.502305 0.826189 1.525306 7.220559

20

0.17678 0.209506 0.245663

0.283978 0.322641

25

0.17678 0.212995 0.252758

0.294592 0.337612 0.381308 0.438152 0.541144 0.866149 1.571249 7.293276

30

0.17678 0.216114 0.259505

0.305789 0.350876 0.397901 0.458265 0.559734

35

0.17678 0.219018 0.266464

0.314718 0.363316 0.413139 0.471034 0.579267 0.908482 1.602219 7.292929

40

0.17678 0.221924

0.27184

0.323969 0.374138 0.425985 0.489163 0.593444 0.925851 1.617907 7.366813

45

0.17678 0.224148 0.276799

0.330671 0.385368 0.439381 0.504183 0.608871 0.933492 1.633784 7.366583

50

0.17678 0.225994 0.280814

0.337437 0.394986 0.450215 0.514388 0.624874 0.951491 1.649864 7.366343

55

0.17678 0.227538 0.283796

0.342696 0.401683 0.461356 0.525318 0.634293 0.959545 1.666255 7.366112

60

0.17678 0.228765 0.287152

0.348292 0.409353 0.469273 0.531151 0.644614 0.978675 1.682877 7.365858

65

0.17678 0.229562 0.288335

0.350071 0.413692 0.472482 0.543485 0.655161 0.987226 1.681604 7.440844

70

0.17678 0.229917 0.289592

0.352002 0.414923 0.476035 0.544175 0.658518 0.995897 1.698537 7.440598

75

0.17678 0.230017 0.289852

0.351952 0.416833 0.480452 0.551447 0.662178 0.993687 1.697323 7.440354

80

0.17678 0.229662 0.289084

0.352016 0.414983 0.479741 0.552781 0.666157 1.002795 1.696189 7.440138

85

0.17678 0.228578 0.287279

0.350028 0.413322 0.474295 0.547965 0.662447 1.000715 1.695198 7.439925

90

0.17678 0.227599 0.285517

0.345988 0.408736 0.474529 0.543433 0.658986 0.998915 1.712625 7.439728

0.17678 0.230017 0.289852

0.352016 0.416833 0.480452 0.552781 0.666157 1.002795 1.712625 7.440844

Max Error
(meter)

0.21391

0.236326 0.261866 0.293631 0.341178

0.44137 0.759532 1.466591 7.220732

0.38321 0.482097 0.803288

1.4955 7.220645

0.36532 0.419373 0.523756 0.850192 1.540237 7.293424

0.88224 1.586602 7.293111

Table 6.10 : Result of Error on the proposed methodology in the radius SO meters from target point

Appendix B: Context Diagram
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Appendix C: Data Flow Diagram
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